PAR Hardware Solutions

A durable & reliable extension of your POS to **unleash the true potential of your restaurant.**

PAR’s highly customizable EverServ® 8000 Series is the most powerful and feature rich platform, allowing for a variety of configurations to maximize total cost of ownership and is easily customized to support your unique customer experience.

The modular design of the EverServ® 8000 Series allows the operator to quickly and easily swap or add accessories to your POS system as your restaurant needs evolve.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **Increased speed and performance:** Reduce customer wait times and increase the number of orders in Quick Serve and Fast Casual environments.

- **Enhanced customer engagement:** By enabling the terminal operator to articulate the height of the POS terminal, allowing for easier conversational selling, and creating more personal interaction with guests.

- **Customizable design:** The modular platforms allow limitless configurations to maximize your total cost of ownership. Add additional features, accessories, or peripherals as your business needs change.

- **Seamless integration:** With up to date standard POS drivers, The EverServ® 8000 Series is designed to effortlessly incorporate into your current peripheral ecosystem.

The PAR EverServ® 600 is an attractive and sleek alternative to the look and feel of the “conventional” POS terminal. This versatile & adaptable design supports multi-chain concepts, small and local businesses, and everything in between.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **Modern and polished appearance:** Allows for increased customer interaction and satisfaction.
- **Flexible design:** Providing suggested upselling, additional customization and order accuracy opportunities, in addition to multiple customer display options.
- **Multipurpose and adaptable:** Scales to support a global multi-unit chain, a single store restaurant, and anything in between.


The PAR EverServ® 550 point of sale system is built with the same purpose-built durability PAR is known for, but in a compact design that delivers the performance and reliability your restaurant needs. Its small footprint results in more room to engage with guests.

**KEY FEATURES**

- **Space saving design:** Creates a minimalistic appearance where the focus is on customer engagement.
- **Durable and reliable:** Offers a spill-resistant, high-impact enclosure built to withstand the harsh realities of restaurant environments.
- **Low total cost of ownership:** Dramatically reduce overall power consumption with its auto-standby mode and fan-less design.

The Mobile POS Platform

PAR EverServ Tablets paired with our cloud or on-premise software create a complete mobile point of sale system allowing your staff to spend more time with guests.

Offered in 10” or 8” rugged form factors, PAR Tablets are the perfect balance of size, performance and reliability. With up to 10 hours of real world use, PAR Tablets can be used throughout your restaurant’s peak hours without any technological disruptions.

View our full tablet accessory guide at ParTech.com

**FEATURED USE CASES:**

- Mobile / Table POS
- Table & Store management
- Line/Queue busting
- Personalized shopping experience
- Customer Loyalty

PAR proudly partners with industry leaders to offer a full range of peripherals.

**CHOOSE FROM:**

- Cash drawers | POS printers
- Kitchen video systems | Back office systems
- Coin changes & more!

Complement your PAR software and hardware selections - just plug and play and your POS system is ready to go!
PAR POS Solutions as a Service (POSaaS):
One Solution. One Vendor.
One Easy Monthly Payment.

Combines the core systems that make up your POS Solution
- Brink POS Cloud-based Software
- Rugged & Reliable PAR EverServ® hardware
- Brink Kitchen/KDS
- PAR Pay/Payment Devices
- POS Peripherals
- Customizable Services

*Automatic upgrades and software maintenance included.
* Hardware is refreshed at no additional cost after a 5-year period

Additionally, PAR proudly offers flexible options for:
- SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE (SaaS)
- HARDWARE AS A SERVICE (HAAS)

Minimize financial burdens and focus more on your daily operations.
With no upfront software licensing fees, and by eliminating hefty hardware costs, let us have the privilege of earning your business every month.

Better Together
Our hardware portfolio is perfectly complemented by our cloud-based or on-premise software solutions.

Keep your data secure, scalable and accessible with Brink POS cloud-based software. Brink POS offer native Loyalty, Kitchen and Online Ordering, and with its open architecture offers an expansive partner ecosystem and seamless third-party integrations.

PAR Pay is a SaaS based EMV enabled transaction processing solution. PAR's seamlessly integrated payment system comes as an extension of powerful and flexible POS solutions, all supported by the PAR service infrastructure.

This advanced and versatile on-premise software is designed for global markets, can be used in all restaurant concepts, and is configurable to meet your specific hospitality requirements.